
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for an enterprise operations. If you
are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for enterprise operations

Document issues and incidents for later use in a KB
Responsible for managing, planning, implementation of effective delivery of
all training within the Customer Care External/Vendor call centers
The role manages and develops the direction of the External Ops
Communication team in a manner that ensures all necessary communication is
provided to all External Ops call centers according to company policies and
procedures
Responsible for the management of the Customer Assistance team who
handle customer escalations related to our external operations and vendor
call centers
This position directly impacts our ability to meet and exceed our Key
Performance Indicator targets for the programs under the External Ops
organization
This job involves significant decision making autonomy
The degree of complexity within this position is significant typically involving
multiple vendor partners, multiple lines of business (queues) with varied goals
and performance requirements, across multiple sites, governed by multiple
agreements, and all requiring often real-time or near-real time decision
making and leadership challenges
Position is directly responsible for expenses associated with outsourced
program training, project management, communications, and customer
assistance
Ensures the 24x7 availability of applications across a complex application
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Provides senior leadership for all functions of the application support and
operations team

Qualifications for enterprise operations

Seasoned knowledge/previous experience in financial reporting/analyses
Self motivated, team work and initiative skills
Solid knowledge and experience with financial systems
Advanced spreadsheet skills in Excel
Must have effective oral and written communication skills excellent
interpersonal skills, and the ability to organize and prioritize work
Manage a team of 5+ Windows administrators who provide support for
theCBS Corporation infrastructure


